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DETAILED ACTION

In view of the appeal brief filed on 12-01-08 PROSECUTION 

IS HEREBY REOPENED.

A new ground of rejection is set forth below.

To avoid abandonment of the application, appellant must 

exercise one of the following two options:

1) file a reply under 37 CFR 1.111 (if this Office action 

is non-final) or a reply under 37 CFR 1.113. (if this Office 

action is final); or,

2) initiate a new appeal by filing a notice of appeal under 

37 CFR 41.31 followed by an appeal brief under 37 CFR 41.37. The 

previously paid notice of appeal fee and appeal brief fee can be 

applied to the new appeal. If, however, the appeal fees set 

forth in 37 CFR 41.20 have been increased since they were 

previously paid, then appellant must pay the difference between 

the increased fees and the amount previously paid.

A Supervisory Patent Examiner (SPE) has approved of 

reopening prosecution by signing below:

/Janice A. Mooneyham/

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 3689
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Claim Status

1. This is in response to the applicant's communication filed 

on 25 October 2011, wherein:

Claims 1-3, 5, 7-9, 16-22, and 24-26 are currently pending; 

Claims 4, 6, 10-15 and 23 are cancelled; and 

Claims 3, 16, and 21 are amended.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC §101 

1. 35 U.S.C. 101 reads as follows:

Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful process, machine, 
manufacture, or composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement 
thereof, may obtain a patent therefor, subject to the conditions and 
requirements of this title.

Claims 1-3, 5, 7-9, 16-22 and 24-26 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 

101 as being directed to non-statutory subject matter.

Referring to claims 1-3, 5, and 7-9:

Based upon consideration of all of the relevant factors with 

respect to the claims as a whole, claims 1-3, 5, and 7-9 are 

held to claim an abstract idea, and are therefore rejected as 

ineligible subject matter under 35 U.S.C. 101. The rationale 

for this finding is explained below:
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Based on Supreme Court precedent and recent Federal Circuit 

decisions, the Office's guidance to an examiner is that one clue 

to patent eligibility under 35 USC 101 is whether or not the 

process is (1) be tied to a particular machine or apparatus or 

(2) transforms underlying subject matter (such as an article or 

materials) to a different state or thing. Diamond v. Diehr, 450 

U.S. 175, 184 (1981); Parker v. Flook, 437 U.S. 584, 588 n.9 

(1978); Gottschalk v. Benson, 409 U.S. 63, 70 (1972); Cochrane 

v. Deener, 94 U.S. 780, 787-88 (1876).

The claim should recite the particular machine or apparatus to 

which it is tied, for example by identifying the machine or 

apparatus that accomplishes the method steps, or positively 

reciting the subject matter that is being transformed, for 

example by identifying the material that is being changed to a 

different state.

There are two corollaries to the machine-or-transformation test. 

First, a mere field-of-use limitation is generally insufficient 

to render an otherwise ineligible method claim patent-eligible. 

This means the machine or transformation must impose meaningful 

limits on the method claim's scope to pass the test. Second, 

insignificant extra-solution activity will not transform an
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unpatentable principle into a patentable process. This means 

reciting a specific machine or a particular transformation of a 

specific article in an insignificant step, such as data 

gathering or outputting, is not sufficient to pass the test.

Here, applicant's method steps fail the first prong of the new 

test because there is not a sufficient tie to any kind of 

machine for any of the claimed steps. Claim 1 includes a 

"database"; however a database does not necessarily include a 

particular machine and may simply be directed to software. 

Further, the step which mentions the database is directed to 

storing information, or data gathering, which is insignificant 

extra-solution activity. The limitation which states,

"receiving a new change order request at a user interface 

connected to the web server..." also fails to provide a tie to a 

particular machine. In this step, the machine is not actually 

performing the step. Further, this step is also insignificant 

extra-solution activity as it is directed to data gathering.

The next step which mentions a machine reads, "sending the new 

change order request to the web server..." and is also 

insignificant extra-solution activity, as this is directed to 

data outputting. Further, the machine (the web server) is not
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actually performing the step. Finally, a "web server" can be 

read to include merely software, and does not necessarily 

include a particular machine. The final step of the method 

reads, "automatically generating and sending an email... wherein 

the approving party accesses the web server to obtain the new 

change order request." As above, the web server is not 

performing the step and may simply be software, not a particular 

machine. As for applicant's claim limitation that the email is 

automatically generated, Examiner notes that "automatic" is not 

equivalent to involving a particular machine, as a human being 

can perform tasks automatically, and the Examiner directs the 

applicant to the following from Collegenet, Inc. vs. 

Applyyourself, Inc. (CAFC, 04-1202,-1222,-1251, 8/2/2005):

It asserts that "automatically" means a "process that 
occurs without human intervention, such that a human does 
not have the option to intercede and alter the flow of that 
process." The district court's construction is supported by 
the language of the claims, the specification, and the 
prosecution history; therefore this court affirms the grant 
of summary judgment.

Claim 1 uses the word "comprising." "The transitional term 
'comprising'... is inclusive or open-ended and does not 
exclude additional, unrecited elements or method steps." 
Georqia-Pacific Corp. v. United States Gypsum Co., 195 F.3d 
1322, 1327-28 (Fed. Cir. 1999). "A drafter uses the term 
'comprising' to mean '1 claim at least what follows and 
potentially more.'" Vehicular Techs. Corp. v. Titan 
Wheel Int'l, Inc., 212 F.3d 1377, 1383-84 (Fed. Cir. 2000). 
Thus, consistent with this court's precedent, the district 
court correctly adopted CollegeNet's inclusive definition
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and rejected ApplyYourself's preclusive definition. While 
claim 1 does not expressly provide for human intervention, 
the use of "comprising" suggests that additional, unrecited 
elements are not excluded. Such elements could include 
human actions to expressly initiate the automatic storing 
or inserting, or to interrupt such functions.

This construction does not read "automatically" out of the 
claims, as ApplyYourself suggests, because a machine still 
performs the claimed functions without manual operation, 
even though a human may initiate or interrupt the process. 
The district court's automatic dishwasher and auto-pilot 
examples also support this court's understanding of 
automatic processes that contemplate human intervention.
"[S]imply because a human has to load [an automatic 
dishwasher] and press the start button, and has the ability 
to turn it off mid-cycle, does not mean that the device 
does not 'automatically' wash the dishes." Markman ruling, 
slip. op. at 83. Similarly, "an 'auto-pilot' which is 
turned on by a human and necessarily must be able to be 
interrupted by a human once the automatic process is 
engaged.., remains an 'automatic' device." Id. slip. op. at 
83-84. Thus, the claim language supports the district 
court's interpretation.

Markman ruling, slip. op. at 92-93. The patent applicants 
then amended claims 1 and 21 to include the term 
"automatically." The district court correctly concluded 
that the patent applicants' prosecution-related comments 
supported its interpretation of "automatically." Markman 
ruling, slip. op. at 98. The addition of "automatically" to 
the claim language did not prohibit human interaction; it 
merely decreased the need for the user to insert 
information into a form. In addition, the distinction over 
Scharmer was not that the applicants' invention eliminated 
the requirement of manual input of data into a form.
Rather, the distinction was that instead of a one-way flow 
of information from a database where a machine inputs 
information which has previously been stored in the 
database by some other process, into a form, the claimed 
invention allows a two-way flow of information in that the 
user, by filling out and saving an application form, enters 
data into the database which can then be accessed by the 
forms engine to allow the forms engine to input that data 
into a second form.
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Further, applicant's method steps fail the second prong of the 

test because the claimed steps do not result in an article being 

transformed from one state to another. There is no 

transformation occurring in the claims for a physical object or 

substance or data that represents physical objects or 

substances.

Additionally, other factors and considerations in addition to 

the machine/transformation test also point to a finding that the 

claims are directed to a mere abstract idea. The claims also 

seem to be a mere statement of a general concept of implementing 

changes to a contract. The claims if allowed would appear to 

effectively grant a monopoly on the concept implementing changes 

to a contract as claimed. The claims seem to be directed to a 

general business concept of implementing changes to a contract, 

which seems to be just a general business concept. When viewing 

these factors and the claims as whole, it is concluded that the 

claims are directed to a mere abstract idea and are not patent 

eligible under 35 USC 101.

Dependent claims 2, 3, 5, and 7-9, when analyzed as a whole are 

held to be patent ineligible under 35 U.S.C. 101 because the
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additional recited limitations fail to establish that the claims 

is/are not directed to an abstract idea, for the same reasoning 

as set forth with respect to claim 1. The dependent claims do 

not act to remedy the problem with claim 1 by reciting 

(explicitly or implied) the use of any particular machine and/or 

any significant transformation.

Referring to claims 16-22 and 24-26:

Claims 16-22 and 24-26 include "a tangible computer readable 

medium" which could include a signal. A transitory, propagating 

signal is not a process, machine, manufacture, or composition of 

matter. Thus, such a signal cannot be patentable subject 

matter. See MPEP § 2106 IV B for further explanation. Examiner 

suggests applicant amend the claims to specify that the computer 

readable medium is non-transitory.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC §102

1. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs 

of 35 U.S.C. 102 that form the basis for the rejections under 

this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published 
under section 122(b), by another filed in the United States before the 
invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent granted on an 
application for patent by another filed in the United States before the
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invention by the applicant for patent, except that an international 
application filed under the treaty defined in section 351(a) shall have the 
effects for purposes of this subsection of an application filed in the 
United States only if the international application designated the United 
States and was published under Article 21(2) of such treaty in the English 

language.

2. Claims 1, 2, 5, 7-9, 21, and 24-26 are rejected under 35 

U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by Nicastro et al. (US 

20040015367).

Referring to claim 1:

Nicastro discloses

storing in the database a schedule of values comprising a 

plurality of line items, each line item comprising an item 

number, an initial description of work, and a corresponding 

initial scheduled value ([0093][0135][0137][0138] The toolsets 

are designed to facilitate the project creation and management 

by manipulating data describing basic elements of the project 

stored in at least one database on the application server or a 

separate database server [GO 33] and A Schedule is a. list of 

specified items, a. reference number, a version number and the 

item status information. System 10QG provides the ability to

1 n s 13. n c e f o r t h e

entire project, or specific virtual areas [0138] and The Item 

specnicaw: ~~ ~

spec 1.11 cati ons either o

t or spe c vl rtna l a Vi

Wizard alioi\a/s s user to
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and associate avai.!.aoie components relatin9 to the item

oU'fi. fication...This tooi also enables a •ser to provide a 

vendor with written notes about the item specificatjionf such as

delivery requirements, special instructions, vendor terms or any 

other information that needs to be commun.iCa^e(^ 

vendor...This Item Specification Wizard al.

ability to calculate the total estimated cost mi 351 wfc

'o provides tne

■st__lUUOj where the

"Schedule" is interpreted as a schedule of V8]„es the

"specified items" are line items, the "reference number" is the 

item number, the "written notes" that are associated with the 

specified, items is the initial description of work and the 

"total estimated cost" is the inrtiai scheduled value);

receiving a new change order request at a user interface 

connected to the web server through the data communications 

network, the new change order request comprising a description 

of at least one of additional work or additional materials and a 

corresponding scheduled value ([0093] [0135] [0157] [0158] [0160] 

[0390][0398] FIG. 3A is an overview of the system 1000 of the 

present invention, As shown therein, the system includes an 

application server providing application toolsets to one or more 

client computers. The server and computers are coupled by a 

network, which may be a public network, a private network, or a
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combination of public and private networks such as the 

Internet[0093] and The Item Specification Wizard allows a user 

to define specific attributes and associate available componentt 

relating■ to the item specification...This tool also enables a 

user to provide a vendor with written notes about the item 

specification, such as delivery requirements, special 

instructions, vendor terms or any other information that needs 

to be communicated, to the vendor. , .This Item Specification

Wizard also provides the ability L-diUU. ’ i~

estimated cost...[0135] and Change Orders to contracts are also 

legal agreements between the buyer and the vendor detailing the 

change to a scope of work. Change events leading to change 

orders such as revisions to item specifications, requests for 

information, etc. mav be consolidated to create a change order

published, they may be revised to change the attributes or 

define further details for the item [039G] and. where changing the 

attributes of the item specifications is interpreted as 

including changing the "written notes" which includes additional 

work or materials, where materials are given in the item 

specification example in [03981 and. where, in [0157J - [0160] , 

change orders detarl changes to a scope of work and are taken
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into account when making' payments, therefore, the cost 

(scheduled, value) of the line item is updated) ;

determining whether the at least one of additional work or 

additional materials is associated with an existing line item of 

the previously stored plurality of line items ([0390] After the 

item specifications have been published, they may be revised to

Ch B f;’.ere the a ttr•ibutes cnr defin-^ further de t i-i -i 1 s fer ■! hi phi

i teni [ 03 90] w V-j ;;■> e th -tern spe<cifications" are the 1:Lne :items

and changing the at tritrates of an item specifi cati on inc(ludes

dete:rmining whe ther the; change i s associated w1th an exi;sting

itemt specif i Celt ion (iirle item) );

identifying the existing line item in the change order request 

when the at least one of the additional work or additional 

materials is determined to be associated with the existing line 

item, the existing line item being automatically updated to 

include the at least one of additional work or additional 

materials when the change order request is approved

( [0348 ] [(0390 ] After the item spec.}[ f;/ cat i ons ha ve been publ i S .ii ty

they may be revised. to change the 3 t tri.Ola tes or defines hurt ]-} rr, y~

detail s .r or the item . This sta tus is iT6' rred to as a revision

Revi si QY1 s are tracked. to ensure tl mos p- recen t versic:>n of +-1- L j i 0
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item is used and allows the ability to revert to a previous 

version, if applicable[0390] and The interaction of the 

purchasing system and the life of data in the system may be 

understood with reference to FIG. 10. Shown in FIG. 10 is a 

general representation of the how data is modified during use of 

the system by respective tools used in the system. As shown 

therein, the CAD intelligence plug-in 1010 and the specification 

build tool 1012 generally create, edit and delete data at the 

design phase of the project. Data from these tools is stored in 

the property specifications database. The data from the property 

specifications database can be used by the cost estimate tool 

1032, budgeting tool 1034, contracting tool 1036, payment tool 

1038 and invoice tool 1040 to generate reports, contracts, 

payments and invoices, and such tools can be used to also modify 

data and return the modifications to the property specifications 

database. The Publish tool 1060 is used when data is ready for 

output to vendors, contractors and other bidders. Once 

published, a log of the state of the data is taken, and added to 

a history file which is viewable in many of the tools of the 

system. The output of the publish tool is provided to the 

bid/RFQ tools 1062, the purchasing tools 1064 and the shipping

and receiving tools 1066, each of which can return data which
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may be modified in the property database only when a reviewing 

user with authority approves of such modification[0348]);

sending the new change order request to the web server over the 

communications network for approval ([0093][0348] FIG. 3A is an 

overview of the system 1000 of the present invention. As shown 

therein, the system includes an application server providing 

application toolsets to one or more client computers. The server 

and computers are coupled by a network, which may be a public 

network, a private network, or a combination of public and 

private networks such as the Internet. The toolsets are designed 

to facilitate the project creation and management by 

manipulating data describing basic elements of the project 

stored in at least one database on the application server or a 

separate database server. FIG. 3A shows the six general types of 

application toolsets accessible by a client device. Each of the 

applications support project data entry and modification, while 

two are support system management and utilities. The specific 

functions of each of these groups of applications are set forth 

below[0093] and The interaction of the purchasing system and the 

life of data in the system may be understood with reference to 

FIG. 10. Shown in FIG. 10 is a general representation of the how 

data is modified during use of the system by respective tools
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used in the system. As shown therein, the CAD intelligence plug

in 1010 and the specification build tool 1012 generally create, 

edit and delete data at the design phase of the project. Data 

from these tools is stored in the property specifications 

database. The data from the property specifications database can 

be used by the cost estimate tool 1032, budgeting tool 1034, 

contracting tool 1036, payment tool 1038 and invoice tool 1040 

to generate reports, contracts, payments and invoices, and such 

tools can be used to also modify data and return the 

modifications to the property specifications database. The 

Publish tool 1060 is used when data is ready for output to 

vendors, contractors and other bidders. Once published, a log of 

the state of the data is taken, and added to a history file 

which is viewable in many of the tools of the system. The output 

of the publish tool is provided to the bid/RFQ tools 1062, the 

purchasing tools 1064 and the shipping and receiving tools 1066, 

each of which can return data which may be modified in the 

property database only when a reviewing user with authority 

approves of such modification[0348]); and

automatically generating and sending an email notifying an 

approving party of the submission of the new change order 

request, wherein the approving party accesses the web server to
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obtain the change order request ([0040] [0244]-[0246] [0342]

[0345] In zher aspect, the invention may provide a change

management notification to team members notifying them when

specific actions occui as defined by user set business rulei

Furthermore, The invention may aiso route system business 

objects for approval and publishing to project team members and 

track the history of changes to system business objects[0040] 

and where [0244]-[0246] describes that RFIs are routed for 

approval as messages and may be change events and [0342]- [0345] 

describes the email messaging center).

Referring to claim 2:

Nicastro discloses when the at least one of addition work or 

additional materials is not associated with an existing line 

item, creating a new line item corresponding to the new change 

order request and including the new line item in the change 

order request ([0520] A change order is a revision to the 

original purchase orders The buyer may determine that additional 

information or new item specifications should be added to the 

order or changes need to be made to existing information. This 

decision results in a. change order where deciding that new item 

specifications should be added is interpreted as determining 

that the additional work or materials are not associated with an
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existing line item {the item specitications are interpreted as 

part of the line item)).

Referring to claim 5:

Nicastro discloses accessing the database over the 

communications network to determine whether the new change order 

request has been approved or rejected ([0093][0244]-[0246] This 

tool also allows a user to search for and track the history of 

all RFIs[0245] and Additional functions which may he added to 

the RFI tool include but are not limited to the following: 

routing and approval of RFIs and their responses; linking of 

RFIs to change events[0246] where RFIs are used as change 

requests and tracking the history of the RFIs is interpreted as 

determining whether the RFI has been approved or rejected and 

FIG. 3A is an overview of the system 1000 of the present 

invention. As shown therein, the system includes an application 

server providing application toolsets to one or more client 

computers. The server and computers are coupled by a network, 

which may be a public network, a private network, or a 

combination of public and private networks such as the

Internet[0093]).
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Referring to claim 7:

Nicastro discloses when the new change order request is 

approved, updating the previously stored initial scheduled value 

corresponding to the existing line item to include the scheduled 

value of the new change order request ([0348][0390] After the 

item specificatic fa 3 Vre h)een publi r->sn 3Ct* , they may be revisq cl to

:es c) Y' d ■i'i 1 1 n 3 faur th 31' det31 -L for the item.

irreti to 3 S 3 r& V" i s i oa. RfC\ /• 7 si ons are tz a eked.

'll i~ versi on of th'e item is used and aliows

'rt t o 3 previo 3 S V erS1 Oil r i fa applie3b.13 [0390]

:o ensure the me

and The interaction of the purchasing system and the life of 

data in the system may be understood with reference to FIG. 10. 

Shown in FIG. 10 is a general representation of the how data is 

modified during use of the system by respective tools used in 

the system. As shown therein, the CAD intelligence plug-in 1010 

and the specification build tool 1012 generally create, edit and 

delete data at the design phase of the project. Data from these 

tools is stored in the property specifications database. The 

data from the property specifications database can be used by 

the cost estimate tool 1032, budgeting tool 1034, contracting 

tool 1036, payment tool 1038 and invoice tool 1040 to generate 

reports, contracts, payments and invoices, and such tools can be

used to also modify data and return the modifications to the
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property specifications database. The Publish tool 1060 is used 

when data is ready for output to vendors, contractors and other 

bidders. Once published, a log of the state of the data is 

taken, and added to a history file which is viewable in many of 

the tools of the system. The output of the publish tool is 

provided to the bid/RFQ tools 1062, the purchasing tools 1064 

and the shipping and receiving tools 1066, each of which can 

return data which may be modified in the property database only 

when a reviewing user with authority approves of such 

modification[0348]) .

Referring to claim 8:

Nicastro discloses receiving an 

over the communications network 

order request has been approved 

[0342]- [0345] In another aspect, 

change management notification i 

when specific actions occur as c 

rules. Furthermore, The inventic 

objects for approval and publisi 

track the history of changes to 

and where [0244]-[0246] describe

email from the approving party 

indicating when the new change 

or rejected ( [0040] [0244]-[0246] 

. the invention may provide a 

:o team members notifying them

le fined by user bus i.ness

>n may aIso route cistem bus.iness

ing to project te::;:.' membees s n •"'!

system business obj ects f s /i l v U.t n 7\j j

;s that RFIs and their responses
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are routed tor approval as messages and may be change events and 

[0342]-[0345] describes the email messaging center).

Referring to claim 9:

Nicastro discloses wherein the new change order request is 

included in a request for payment submitted to the web server 

for approval ([0160] The Application For Payment Tool generates 

payment request documentation. The contract’s schedule of values 

provides the line item details of the application for payment, 

ensuring consistent data entry. The user can link and include 

change orders for timely billing■ and payment processing) .

Referring to claim 21:

Nicastro discloses

storing code segment for receiving and storing a schedule of 

values comprising a plurality of line items, each line item 

comprising an item number, an initial description of work, and a 

corresponding initial scheduled value ([0093] [0135] [0137] [0138]

The toe 1 sets are des:<Lgned t:o facilitate thej project creatiLon and

management .by manipujLading data describing basic e1ements of the

OZ'OJQCZ SbQred in at ueast one database on the appl icatior.

server or a separate databa se server[0093] and A Schedule -L. O Ci
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ust or specified i terns, a reiersfice dumber, a version number 

and the item status information, System. 1000 provides the 

ability to scneduie item specifications either Joy tyoe or 

instance for the entire project or specific virtual areas[0138] 

and The Item Specification Wizard allows a user to define 

specific attributes and associate available components relating 

to the item specification,,.This tool also enables a user to 

provide a vendor with written notes about the item 

specification, such as delivery requirements, special 

instructions, vendor terms or any other information that needs 

to be communicated to the vendor...This Item Specification 

Wizard also provides the ability to calculate the total 

estimated cost. . . [G135] where the ’'Schedule" is interpreted as a 

schedule of values, the "specified items" are line items, the 

"reference number” is the item number, the "written notes” that 

are associated with the specified items is the initial 

description of work and the "total estimated cost" is the 

initial scheduled, value) ;

receiving code segment for receiving a new change order request 

via the data communications network, the new change order 

request comprising a description of at least one of additional 

work or additional materials and a corresponding scheduled value
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( [0093] [0135] [0157] [0158] [0160] [0390] [0398] FIG. 3Aisan

overview of the system 1000 of the present invention, As shown 

therein, the system includes an application server providing 

application toolsets to one or more client computers, The server 

and computers are coupled by a network, which may be a public 

network, a private network, or a combination of public and

spec meat ion miza.

-,,U

ks such as the Internetir0093] a.nd The Item

Wizard ciliows a user to cts fi n 0 ppQC'i v;/ q i}} rri .Li U L •es

availabl' p.\ pj pp p; q pi p.\ n 7” c,' r~ fg iiatinq t:o the item

specification. , . iars tool also enables a user to provide a 

vendor with written notes about the item specification, such as 

delivery requirements, special instructions, vendor terms or any 

other information that needs to be communicated to the 

vendor, . „ This Item Specification Wizard, also provides the 

ability to calculate the total estimated cost...[0135] and 

Change Orders to contracts are also legal agreements between the 

buyer and the vendor detailing the change to a scope of work. 

Change events leading to change orders such as revisions to item

specifications, requests 

consolidated to create a 

After t a e i t em sp e c i fi c a 

revised to change the at 

the item: [ 0390] a.nd where

for information, etc. may be 

change order to a con tract [0158] and 

tions have been published, they may be 

tributes or define further details for 

changing the attributes of the stem



specifications is interpreted as including changing the "written 

notes"’ which includes additional work or materials, where 

materials are given in the item specification example in [0398] 

and where, in [0157]-[0160], change orders detail changes to a 

scope of work and are taken into account when making payments, 

therefore, the cost (scheduled value) of the line item is 

updated);
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associating code segment for associating the new change order 

request with an existing line item of the previously stored 

plurality of line items when the at least one of addition work 

or additional materials is determined to be associated with the 

existing line item, and for automatically updating the existing 

line item in the change order request when the change order

is approved ([0348][0390] After the item sped

■n published, they may be revised to change the

65 or derine further detail s for the item. Thi

red to as a revision. Re vi sions 3iso tracked to

the most recent version of the item is used and allows the 

ability to revert to a previous version, If applicable[0390] and 

The interaction of the purchasing system and the life of data in 

the system may be understood with reference to FIG. 10. Shown in

FIG. 10 is a general representation of the how data is modified
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during use of the system by respective tools used in the system. 

As shown therein, the CAD intelligence plug-in 1010 and the 

specification build tool 1012 generally create, edit and delete 

data at the design phase of the project. Data from these tools 

is stored in the property specifications database. The data from 

the property specifications database can be used by the cost 

estimate tool 1032, budgeting tool 1034, contracting tool 1036, 

payment tool 1038 and invoice tool 1040 to generate reports, 

contracts, payments and invoices, and such tools can be used to 

also modify data and return the modifications to the property 

specifications database. The Publish tool 1060 is used when data 

is ready for output to vendors, contractors and other bidders. 

Once published, a log of the state of the data is taken, and 

added to a history file which is viewable in many of the tools 

of the system. The output of the publish tool is provided to the 

bid/RFQ tools 1062, the purchasing tools 1064 and the shipping 

and receiving tools 1066, each of which can return data which 

may be modified in the property database only when a reviewing 

user with authority approves of such modification[0348]);

sending code segment for causing the new change order request to 

be sent to a web server over the communications network for 

approval by an approving party ([0093] [0348] FIG. 3A is an
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overview of the system 1000 of the present invention. As shown 

therein, the system includes an application server providing 

application toolsets to one or more client computers. The server 

and computers are coupled by a network, which may be a public 

network, a private network, or a combination of public and 

private networks such as the Internet. The toolsets are designed 

to facilitate the project creation and management by 

manipulating data describing basic elements of the project 

stored in at least one database on the application server or a 

separate database server. FIG. 3A shows the six general types of 

application toolsets accessible by a client device. Each of the 

applications support project data entry and modification, while 

two are support system management and utilities. The specific 

functions of each of these groups of applications are set forth 

below[0093] and The interaction of the purchasing system and the 

life of data in the system may be understood with reference to 

FIG. 10. Shown in FIG. 10 is a general representation of the how 

data is modified during use of the system by respective tools 

used in the system. As shown therein, the CAD intelligence plug

in 1010 and the specification build tool 1012 generally create, 

edit and delete data at the design phase of the project. Data 

from these tools is stored in the property specifications 

database. The data from the property specifications database can
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be used by the cost estimate tool 1032, budgeting tool 1034, 

contracting tool 1036, payment tool 1038 and invoice tool 1040 

to generate reports, contracts, payments and invoices, and such 

tools can be used to also modify data and return the 

modifications to the property specifications database. The 

Publish tool 1060 is used when data is ready for output to 

vendors, contractors and other bidders. Once published, a log of 

the state of the data is taken, and added to a history file 

which is viewable in many of the tools of the system. The output 

of the publish tool is provided to the bid/RFQ tools 1062, the 

purchasing tools 1064 and the shipping and receiving tools 1066, 

each of which can return data which may be modified in the 

property database only when a reviewing user with authority 

approves of such modification[0348]); and

notification code for causing an email to be automatically 

generated and sent to notify the approving party of the new 

change order request on the web server ([0040][0244]—

[0246][0342]-[0345] In another aspect, the invention may provide 

a change management notification to team members notifying them 

when specific actions occur as defined by user set business 

rules. Furthermore, The invention may also route system business 

objects for approval and publishing to project team members and
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track the history of changes to system business objects[00401 

and where [0244] - [024 6] describes that RFIs are routed, for 

approval as messages and may be change events and [0342]-[0345 

describes the email messaging center).

Referring to claim 24:

Nicastro discloses accessing code segment for accessing the web 

server over the communications network to determine whether the 

new change order request has been approved or rejected 

( [0093] [0244]-[0246] This tool also allows a user to search for 

and track the history of all RFIs[0245] and Additional functions 

which may be added to the RFI tool include but are not limited 

to the following: routing and approval of RFIs and their 

responses/ linking of RFIs to change events[0246] where RFIs are 

used as change requests and tracking the history of the RFIs is 

interpreted as determining whether the RFI has been approved or 

rejected and FIG. 3A is an overview of the system 1000 of the 

present invention. As shown therein, the system includes an 

application server providing application toolsets to one or more 

client computers. The server and computers are coupled by a 

network, which may be a public network, a private network, or a 

combination of public and private networks such as the

Internet[0093]).
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Referring to claim 25:

Robson discloses updating code segment for updating the 

previously stored initial scheduled value corresponding to the 

existing line item to include the scheduled value of the new 

change order request when the new change order request is 

approved ([0348][0390] After the item specifications have been

? O ?"} /W /"• y oia revised to cnange ti";e att riDates or

aili3 for the item. This ;3tcitus is referred todetine zurther ciet 

as a revision. Revisions are tracked to ensure the most recent 

version of the item is used and allows the ability to revert to 

a previous version, if applicable[0390] and The interaction of 

the purchasing system and the life of data in the system may be 

understood with reference to FIG. 10. Shown in FIG. 10 is a 

general representation of the how data is modified during use of 

the system by respective tools used in the system. As shown 

therein, the CAD intelligence plug-in 1010 and the specification 

build tool 1012 generally create, edit and delete data at the 

design phase of the project. Data from these tools is stored in 

the property specifications database. The data from the property 

specifications database can be used by the cost estimate tool 

1032, budgeting tool 1034, contracting tool 1036, payment tool

1038 and invoice tool 1040 to generate reports, contracts
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payments and invoices, and such tools can be used to also modify 

data and return the modifications to the property specifications 

database. The Publish tool 1060 is used when data is ready for 

output to vendors, contractors and other bidders. Once 

published, a log of the state of the data is taken, and added to 

a history file which is viewable in many of the tools of the 

system. The output of the publish tool is provided to the 

bid/RFQ tools 1062, the purchasing tools 1064 and the shipping 

and receiving tools 1066, each of which can return data which 

may be modified in the property database only when a reviewing 

user with authority approves of such modification[0348]).

Referring to claim 26:

Nicastro discloses receiving code segment for receiving approval 

from the approving party over the communications network 

indicating when the new change order request has been approved 

or rejected ([0040][0244]-[0246] [0342]-[0345] In another

aspect. the i n ven 4- -! on may provi de a change management

notifies 11 on to t eam members noticy:inQ tneni when sped ■p 7 Q

actions occu r as def 1 ned by as e y' seti basinsass rules,

Furthermore, The in ■y-0 Yj -p 7 V'lS
y a j r-p-,O U route s■y stern bus in OSS

objects for approve 1 and puiai ishing w; r- -j~ a ect team members and

track the hi story of changes to syst::em busi ness obiect 0 r n /i D i
6 l V U dt V 1
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nd where ]0244]-[0246]

re routed T. O'.I.' spprov0.

0342]- (03-15] describes

describes that RFIs and their responses 

as messages and may be change events and 

the email messaging center).

request for payment code segment for generating a request for 

payment including at least the scheduled value of the new change

of values p 

payment, en

;oi The Appl 7 r<at ion F'or P<ay

esc d"ocumen ta 11.on . The c

:he line 2. l OPA details of th

m s j- s i- em t da ta ttije t' y'\/ The !J

for t i me 1.V ■ and P'

ill!

can mik ana

vroa ncf)

Claim Rejections - 35 USC §103

1. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which 

forms the basis for all obviousness rejections set forth in this 

Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically 
disclosed or described as set forth in section 102 of this title, if the 
differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior 
art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at 
the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the 
art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be 
negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

2. The factual inquiries set forth in Graham v. John Deere 

Co., 383 U.S. 1, 148 USPQ 459 (1966), that are applied for
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establishing a background for determining obviousness under 35 

U.S.C. 103(a) are summarized as follows:

1. Determining the scope and contents of the prior art.
2. Ascertaining the differences between the prior art and 

the claims at issue.
3. Resolving the level of ordinary skill in the pertinent 

art.
4. Considering objective evidence present in the 

application indicating obviousness or nonobviousness.

3. Claims 3 and 22 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as 

being unpatentable over Nicastro et al. (US 20040015367), in 

view of Robson et al. (US 7330822).

Referring to claim 3:

Nicastro discloses retrieving a previous change order from the 

database ( [0093] [0520]-[0522] The history displays the states 

chancres that have occurred to this order since its creation,

This step also aliows the buyer ■r.' O access fhQ change order

process[0521] amd The toolsets are desiqnted to facilitate the

protset area.t.i.cvi and nianagement by manipu.lating data, describing

the application server or a separate database server[0093])

Nicastro discloses a system for project management. Nicastro 

does not disclose determining whether the previous change order
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has been approved or rejected; and when the previous change 

order has not yet been approved or rejected, revising the 

previous change order to include the new change order, 

submitting the revised new change order request to the web 

server over the communications network for approval.

However, Robson teaches a similar system for project management. 

Robson teaches

determining whether the previous change order has been approved 

or rejected (col. 6, lines 50-55; where it must be determined if 

the change request is approved for a change request to evolve 

into a change order); and

when the previous change order has not yet been approved or 

rejected, revising the previous change order to include the new 

change order, submitting the revised new change order request to 

the web server over the communications network for approval 

(col. 9, lines 7-24 and col. 8, lines 30-42; project 

participants may update Change Requests at any time, provided 

they have permission to do so) .
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It would have been obvious for a person of ordinary skill in the 

art (PHOSITA) at the time of invention to modify the system 

disclosed in Nicastro to incorporate determining whether a 

change order has been approved or rejected and if not, revising 

the change order as taught by Robson because this would 

provide a manner for integrating additional change orders, thus 

aiding the client by providing functionality and flexibility 

[col. 7, lines 11-14].

Referring to claim 22:

Nicastro disclo ses retrieving

stored previous change orde r

dr sprays the st a t u •:r' r‘tl anges t.

si n its creat i. on This step

f~ hi o'* hi a n ore o rde r' r")
.... rocess [0521

T 3 Cill tate the 7 0 C t crea ti

Cf3 L a. describing ‘03. si c 0.2 snion t

o n 0 da tabase on th 0 3 Opi i ca

sgi T/O F0093]) .

hanges that have occurred to this order 

Iso allows the buyer to access 

and The toolsets are designed < 

and management by manipulating 

of the project stored in at le< 

ppiication server or a separate database

Nicastro discloses a system for project management. Nicastro 

does not disclose determining code segment for determining 

whether the previous change order has been approved or rejected;
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and wherein when the previous change order has not yet been 

approved or rejected, the previous change order is revised to 

include the new change order.

However, Robson teaches a similar system for project management. 

Robson teaches

determining code segment for determining whether the previous 

change order has been approved or rejected (col. 6, lines 50-55/ 

where it must be determined if the change request is approved 

for a change request to evolve into a change order);

wherein when the previous change order has not yet been approved 

or rejected, the previous change order is revised to include the 

new change order (col. 9, lines 7-24 and col. 8, lines 30-42/ 

project participants may update Change Requests at any time, 

provided they have permission to do so), and the sending code 

segment causes the revised previous change order to be sent to 

the web server over the communications network for approval 

(col. 8, line 43 thru col. 9, line 24/ "...each participant in the 

project throughout the world may update the status of existing 

tasks, input new tasks within the hierarchical tree structure 

and/or input new Issues, Change Orders and/or Change Requests
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through an Internet project management application embodying the 

present invention, via an Internet browser software or via 

another suitable interface..." and where it is implied that once 

the previous change order has been approved or rejected, a new 

one may be sent to the web server for approval).

It would have been obvious for a person of ordinary skill in the 

art (PHOSITA) at the time of invention to modify the system 

disclosed in Nicastro to incorporate determining whether a 

change order has been approved or rejected and if not, revising 

the change order as taught by Robson because this would 

provide a manner for integrating additional change orders, thus 

aiding the client by providing functionality and flexibility 

[col. 7, lines 11-14].

4. Claims 16-20 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being 

unpatentable over Nicastro et al. (US 20040015367), in view of 

Morscheck et al. (US 6076080) .

Referring to claim 16:

Nicastro discloses
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a storing code segment for receiving and storing a subcontractor 

schedule of values comprising a plurality of subcontractor line 

items, each subcontractor line item comprising an item number an 

initial description of work, and a corresponding initial 

scheduled value, and for receiving and storing a general 

contractor schedule of values comprising a plurality of general 

contractor line item comprising an item number, an initial 

description or work, and a corresponding initial scheduled value 

( [0093] [0135] [0137] [0138] [0177]-[0179] The toolsets are

designed to facilitate' the project creation and management by 

manipulating' data describing basic elements of the prelect 

stored in at least one database on the application server or a 

separate database server[0093] and A Schedule is a list of 

specified items, a reference number, a version number and the 

item status information. System 1000 provides the abilitv to 

schedule item specifications either by type or instance for the 

entire project or specific virtual areas[0138] and The Item 

Specification Wizard allows a user to define specific attributes 

and associate available components relating to the item

■■ <* ■; '5 -£• •: -"** ■o ■; c* -—xr-'cr’.-- .i. 1. J. u- J. ^•'.t. ;:j / o /-) rs / n, c* Pi ''tPrcsv' 4- ■ -— v,^ cx uoe./ sc prr>vj de a

vendor with written notes about the item svec'fi^ . ■ _

delivery requirements, spr--.,~dai 4 ns true ft on* .
vnnaor terms or any

other mrormation trial needs to be communicates ■ ■ t
--■l~e^ i:Q ,-the
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vendor. . „ This Item Specification Wizard also provides the 

ability to calculate the total estimated cost...[0135] where the 

"Schedule" is interpreted as a schedule of values, the 

"specified items" are line items, the "reference number" is the 

item number, the "written notes" that are associated, with the 

specified items is the initial description of work and the 

"total estimated cost" is the initial scheduled value and Often 

b.idders source materials or request bids from sub-contractors to 

create their response to a particular bid request. The Bid

Pa ck a ge hlizard has a feature to import items from another bid

request, whi ck one can then edit and incorpo.rate into their bid

H Q Cf U S' S L S / • n -i ■-? o 7l.' A / o J and Each bid can have attached drawings,

specificaition documents, item sp■eci fr ca ti ons (from the Item

Specified! tl 11. 011 Tool), and file at tachments.-. and import a list o.

existing i tern specifications[017'9] where the list of item

specifications created for the sub-contractors is interpreted as 

a schedule of values for the sub-contractors and the original 

schedule is for the contractor);

a retrieving code segment for retrieving a new subcontractor 

change order request from a web server accessible through the 

data communications network, the new subcontractor change order 

request comprising a scheduled change order value, a
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subcontractor line item of the plurality of subcontractor line 

items, and a description of at least one of additional work and 

additional materials, the subcontractor line item being 

associated with a general contractor line item of the plurality 

of general contractor line items ([0093] [0135] [0157]

[0158] [0160] [0178] [0187] [0390] [0398] FIG. 3A is an overview of

t h & sy,■q ?-■ ;)-• '/ Q00 ot Lilt? present inventi on. As SllOwn therein, the

sysizem i.nc.Z udes pX T1 appl i Cci ti oxi server pro1;nidi.ng ■ripCXL .1. C3 11 on

toolse ts to O S' qjt WONTS' client compute'■rs. The server and

computers are coupled by a network, whF-'hion may be

network, a private network, or a combinati 

p1x2.v3.izQ networks

a public

on of public and

sucn as hue internet [ 009j j and The Item 

creation Wizard allows a user to defi.Lfie specific attributes

and associate available components relation ,
- ... . ' ..... a to ■■...ne item

opscij.cati on , . .Tins tool aj.so ena.br

vender with written notes about tl 

denvery requirements, spe 

Lifc.i'.'fS-?. •t .n.f or/^5 f~ i or k2 t r?

opecii., .

-N .j FA ! j ]'} Q “ F { ] Cl ] Ob} <:%.j. j j ...... t.j ... .. , t ri

Q Y F) i-' -p t t i ,W y,

cazion, such as 

' vendor terms or any

eds to be communii
■ated to the

vendor,,.This Item Specification Wizei r?.a rd a 7 ...
■O provide.

id-Liity to calculate the totai estimated
•'°01j5j ana.

O bj .-7 Tl err' f-'y •,'■—t'roprs rn mnrTFicr^ ^ '• ^ '•
.a ...... ../...— — ct j. £p a. .i. £> '-J -i nb'-i a -i

vuyor

ci OS 3..LSQ .LQQa.1. •, .
-'bicements between the

j-linq the chancre _
J ~ -e a scope or work.

^range events leading to ch
' - y-j f-yv , - ,

' ol'vMU/ «-0 J_ p

d the vendor detailing

large orders such
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specifications, requests for information, etc. may }-)e 

consolidated to create a change order to a contract[01581 and 

After the item specifications have been published,, they may be 

revised to change- the attributes or define further details for 

the item[0390] and where changing the attributes of the item 

specifications is interpreted as including changing the "written 

notes" which includes additional work or materials, where 

materials are given in the item, specification example in [03981 

and where, in [0157j-[0160], change orders detail chances to a 

scope of work and are taken into account when making payments, 

therefore, the cost (scheduled value) of the line item is 

updated where [0178] specifies that bidders may be sub

contractors and [0137] specifies that bidders (which include 

sub-contractors) may submit RFIs, which, as above, mav be used

to S ubmd,t change rrequest s and The Bid Pa

feat ure to import items from another bid

t n exi ed.iit and inccyrporat e into their bid

by importing items from another bid request, the items 

incorporated into the bid request are associated with the 

original (contractor's) items);

a generating code segment for generating a general contractor 

change order request based at least in part on the subcontractor
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change order request, the general contractor change order 

request comprising the general contractor line item, a general 

contractor scheduled value, and the description of the at least 

one of additional work and additional materials ([0160][0244]— 

[0246][0482] and Fig. 16 Next, Bid Review RFI is allowed using 

an RFI page 1920. The user can issue reguests for information 

(RFI) from this page which lists all reguests for information 

relating to the bid. The vendor can create new messages, view 

existing messages, and reply to existing messages. The Reguest 

for Information page works like standard e-mail

applications[0482] and where RFIs can be forwarded, as shown in 

Fig. 16, so that the original RFI can come from a sub-contractor 

to a contractor and the general contractor can then forward the 

RFI on once the contractor has attached his line item, along 

with its scheduled value, as explained by the RFI tool in 

[0244]-[0246] and where a scheduled value is provided, in order 

to get paid, as explained in [0160]);

a submitting code segment for causing the general contractor 

change order request to be sent to a web server over the 

communications network requesting approval ([0093][0348] FIG. 3A 

is an overview of the system 1000 of the present invention. As

shown therein, the system includes an application server
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providing application toolsets to one or more client computers. 

The server and computers are coupled by a network, which may be 

a public network, a private network, or a combination of public 

and private networks such as the Internet. The toolsets are 

designed to facilitate the project creation and management by 

manipulating data describing basic elements of the project 

stored in at least one database on the application server or a 

separate database server. FIG. 3A shows the six general types of 

application toolsets accessible by a client device. Each of the 

applications support project data entry and modification, while 

two are support system management and utilities. The specific 

functions of each of these groups of applications are set forth 

below[0093] and The interaction of the purchasing system and the 

life of data in the system may be understood with reference to 

FIG. 10. Shown in FIG. 10 is a general representation of the how 

data is modified during use of the system by respective tools 

used in the system. As shown therein, the CAD intelligence plug

in 1010 and the specification build tool 1012 generally create, 

edit and delete data at the design phase of the project. Data 

from these tools is stored in the property specifications 

database. The data from the property specifications database can 

be used by the cost estimate tool 1032, budgeting tool 1034, 

contracting tool 1036, payment tool 1038 and invoice tool 1040
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to generate reports, contracts, payments and invoices, and such 

tools can be used to also modify data and return the 

modifications to the property specifications database. The 

Publish tool 1060 is used when data is ready for output to 

vendors, contractors and other bidders. Once published, a log of 

the state of the data is taken, and added to a history file 

which is viewable in many of the tools of the system. The output 

of the publish tool is provided to the bid/RFQ tools 1062, the 

purchasing tools 1064 and the shipping and receiving tools 1066, 

each of which can return data which may be modified in the 

property database only when a reviewing user with authority 

approves of such modification [0348]); and

a notification code segment for automatically generating and 

sending an electronic notification to an approving party of the 

submission of the general contractor change order request, 

wherein the approving party accesses the web server to obtain 

the general contractor change order request ([0040][0244]—

when speci11c a ctions ur as defined user set .o u s .1 n 0 s s
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tract: x:i or svste c* 7 r> zrs c? oi fee

and where [0244]-[0246] describes that RFIs are ro 

approval as messages and may be change events and 

describes the email messaging center) .

ted for

0342]-[0345

Nicastro discloses a system for project management, which 

includes providing cost information for the project. Nicastro 

does not disclose a general contractor scheduled value based on 

the scheduled change order value and a mark-up percentage.

Morscheck teaches a complimentary system for calculating prices 

(abstract). Morscheck teaches a general contractor scheduled 

value based on the scheduled change order value and a mark-up 

percentage (col. 16, line 63 thru col. 17, line 9 The 

Subcontractor Price per thousand for the product that the 

subcontractor quoted, the per thousand markup percentage, and 

the flat (per order) markup in dollars may be entered within the 

Subcontractor Pricing window. Clicking OK resumes pricing. The 

Subcontractor Price, Markup %, and Markup (Flat) are used to 

calculate the marked-up price used as the List price for the 

subcontracted order[col. 17, lines 2-9]).



It would have been obvious for a person of ordinary skill in the 

art (PHOSITA) at the time of invention to modify the system 

disclosed in Nicastro to incorporate markup pricing as taught by 

Morscheck because this would provide a manner for removing 

significant delay and inaccuracies in pricing, thus aiding the 

client by providing automatic pricing [col. 1, lines 14-32].

Referring to claim 17:

Nicastro discloses
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wherein when the additional work or the additional materials is 

determined to be associated with the existing general contractor 

line item, the existing general contractor line item is included 

in the general contractor change order request ([0348] [0390] 

After the item specifications have been published, they may be

revised to char.ige the attribu t Os or Cilefine fur■ j- h yc r detail S -Li

the ■j 1-- psjr• * This status is refe■r.rO cl to as a irevi si on, Revi. s .7. on s

a re tracksd to ensure the mos t rece.u t vers:l on of th:e item. 1 s

used 3.22 0. clHows■ the ability t o revert to a pr e vious■ versi on f

applicable[0390] and The interaction of the purchasing system 

and the life of data in the system may be understood with 

reference to FIG. 10. Shown in FIG. 10 is a general

Y'

representation of the how data is modified during use of the
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system by respective tools used in the system. As shown therein, 

the CAD intelligence plug-in 1010 and the specification build 

tool 1012 generally create, edit and delete data at the design 

phase of the project. Data from these tools is stored in the 

property specifications database. The data from the property 

specifications database can be used by the cost estimate tool 

1032, budgeting tool 1034, contracting tool 1036, payment tool 

1038 and invoice tool 1040 to generate reports, contracts, 

payments and invoices, and such tools can be used to also modify 

data and return the modifications to the property specifications 

database. The Publish tool 1060 is used when data is ready for 

output to vendors, contractors and other bidders. Once 

published, a log of the state of the data is taken, and added to 

a history file which is viewable in many of the tools of the 

system. The output of the publish tool is provided to the 

bid/RFQ tools 1062, the purchasing tools 1064 and the shipping 

and receiving tools 1066, each of which can return data which 

may be modified in the property database only when a reviewing 

user with authority approves of such modification[0348]); and

wherein when the additional work or additional materials is not 

associated with an existing line number, a new general

contractor line item corresponding to the general contractor
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change order request is created and included the new general 

contractor line item in the change order request ([0520] A 

change order is a revision to the original purchase order. The 

buyer may determine that additional information or new item, 

specifications should be added to the order or changes need to 

be made to existing information. This decision results in a 

change order where deciding that new item specifications should 

be added is interpreted, as determining that the additional work 

or materials are not associated with an existing line item (the 

item specifications are interpreted as part of the line item)).

Referring to claim 18:

Nicastro discloses wherein the general contractor change order 

request is included in a subsequent request for payment sent to 

the web server for approval (([0348][0330] After the item

SpQCJ. ±2. 03 o-L 021S h c/0 jhp/O n published, they may be revised

change the att ribates or define further details for the j »*; 0 ,-r^ ^

This status is referred to as a revision . Revisions 3 IS 3 tracked

to ensure the ,most recen t version of the item is used a iid allow.

the ability to v/ wj. y' /' a. previous vers ion, if appl ical■ r- o n-• X tc i_ U O y u

and The interaction of the purchasing system and the life of 

data in the system may be understood with reference to FIG. 10. 

Shown in FIG. 10 is a general representation of the how data is
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modified during use of the system by respective tools used in 

the system. As shown therein, the CAD intelligence plug-in 1010 

and the specification build tool 1012 generally create, edit and 

delete data at the design phase of the project. Data from these 

tools is stored in the property specifications database. The 

data from the property specifications database can be used by 

the cost estimate tool 1032, budgeting tool 1034, contracting 

tool 1036, payment tool 1038 and invoice tool 1040 to generate 

reports, contracts, payments and invoices, and such tools can be 

used to also modify data and return the modifications to the 

property specifications database. The Publish tool 1060 is used 

when data is ready for output to vendors, contractors and other 

bidders. Once published, a log of the state of the data is 

taken, and added to a history file which is viewable in many of 

the tools of the system. The output of the publish tool is 

provided to the bid/RFQ tools 1062, the purchasing tools 1064 

and the shipping and receiving tools 1066, each of which can 

return data which may be modified in the property database only 

when a reviewing user with authority approves of such 

modification [0348]) .

Referring to claim 19:

Nicastro discloses
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an updating code segment for updating the general contractor 

line item of the previously stored schedule of values to include 

the scheduled value of the general contractor change order 

request when the general contractor change order request is 

approved ([0348][0390] After the item specifications have been 

published, they may be revised to change the attributes or 

define further details for the item. This status is referred to 

as a revision. Revisions are tracked to ensure the most recent 

version of the stem is used and allows the ability to revert to 

a previous version, if applicable[0390] and The interaction of 

the purchasing system and the life of data in the system may be 

understood with reference to FIG. 10. Shown in FIG. 10 is a 

general representation of the how data is modified during use of 

the system by respective tools used in the system. As shown 

therein, the CAD intelligence plug-in 1010 and the specification 

build tool 1012 generally create, edit and delete data at the 

design phase of the project. Data from these tools is stored in 

the property specifications database. The data from the property 

specifications database can be used by the cost estimate tool

1032, budgeting tool 1034, contracting tool 1036, payment tool 

1038 and invoice tool 1040 to generate reports, contracts, 

payments and invoices, and such tools can be used to also modify
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data and return the modifications to the property specifications 

database. The Publish tool 1060 is used when data is ready for 

output to vendors, contractors and other bidders. Once 

published, a log of the state of the data is taken, and added to 

a history file which is viewable in many of the tools of the 

system. The output of the publish tool is provided to the 

bid/RFQ tools 1062, the purchasing tools 1064 and the shipping 

and receiving tools 1066, each of which can return data which 

may be modified in the property database only when a reviewing 

user with authority approves of such modification[0348]),

wherein the new subcontractor change order request is approved 

after the general contractor line item has been updated ([0244]— 

[0246] Additional functions which may be added to the RFI tool 

include but are not limited to the following: routing and 

approval of RFIs and their responses[0246] where routing the 

responses of the RFIs includes returning the responses down the 

chain, from contractor to subcontractor).

Referring to claim 20:

Nicastro disclose wherein the email code segment automatically 

generates and sends an email to the subcontractor notifying the

subcontractor that the new subcontractor change order request
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has been approved ( [ 0040] [ 0244]-[0246] [ 0342]-[ 0345] rn
n another

a spec ■ n & 7 r) vent ion may provide a change manager!emenf

notification to team members notifying them when specify

actions occur as defined by user set business ruler

Furthermore, The invention may also roUte S Vs tem bUS J n... 
-■ 4 ‘ o

objects for approval and publishing to project team members and 

track the history of changes to system business objects/ 

and. where [ 0244 ] - [ 024 6] describes that RFIs and, their re?

[Q040] 

sponses

are routed for approval as messages and may be change event-s an?

[0342] — [0345] describes the email messaging

Response to Arguments

Applicant's arguments filed 07 November 2011 have been fully 

considered but are not persuasive.

Rejection under 35 USC 101

Applicants state that the claims have been amended to include a 

"tangible computer readable medium." Simply because a medium is 

tangible does not mean that it is non-transitory. The rejection

stands.
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Rejection under 35 USC 103

Applicant's arguments with respect to the claims have been 

considered but are moot because the arguments do not apply to 

any of the references being used in the current rejection.

Contact

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier 

communications from the examiner should be directed to CARRIE 

STRODER GILKEY whose telephone number is (571)270-7119. The 

examiner can normally be reached on Monday - Thursday 8:00 a.m.

- 5:00 p.m. ET.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are 

unsuccessful, the examiner's supervisor, Jan Mooneyham can be 

reached on (571)272-6805. The fax phone number for the 

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is

571-273-8300 .
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Information regarding the status of an application may be 

obtained from the Patent Application Information Retrieval 

(PAIR) system. Status information for published applications 

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status 

information for unpublished applications is available through 

Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR system, 

see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on 

access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic 

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would 

like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or 

access to the automated information system, call 800-786-9199 

(IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

/CARRIE STRODER GILKEY/
Examiner, Art Unit 3689
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